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and Technology of China, Hefei, China, 2Collaborative Innovation Center of Astronautical Science and Technology, Harbin,
China, 3ENEA C. R. Frascati, Frascati, Italy, 4Institute of Fusion Theory and Simulation and Department of Physics, Zhejiang
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Abstract Nonlinear wave-particle interaction during chorus wave generation was assumed to be in
the adiabatic regime in previous studies, i.e., the particle phase-space trapping timescale (𝜏tr) is considered
to be much smaller than the nonlinear dynamics timescale 𝜏NL. In this work, we use particle-in-cell
simulations to demonstrate that 𝜏tr ∼𝜏NL, i.e., the interaction regime during chorus generation is in the
nonadiabatic regime. The timescale for nonlinear evolution of resonant particle phase-space structures
is determined by making the time-averaged power exchange plot, which clearly demonstrates that
particles with pitch angle near 80∘ make the most significant contribution to wave growth. The phase-space
trapping timescale is also comparable to the amplitude modulation timescale of chorus, suggesting that
chorus subpackets are formed because of the self-consistent evolution of resonant particle phase-space
structures and spatiotemporal features of the fluctuation spectrum.

1. Introduction

The physical mechanism of frequency chirping of chorus waves has been under debate for more than 50 years.
Early theoretical models have identified the importance of nonlinear wave-particle interactions in frequency
chirping [Helliwell, 1967; Dysthe, 1971; Nunn, 1974; Vomvoridis et al., 1982; Omura et al., 2008]. In a phenomeno-
logical model, Helliwell [1967] proposed the idea that the gyroresonance condition is maintained despite the
background magnetic inhomogeneity; therefore, the coupling time between particles and the wave field
is increased, leading to maximization of wave intensity. Although some aspects of the Helliwell model are
debatable, the idea of particle phase trapping or phase locking has been widely adopted by later theoretical
studies of frequency chirping in space plasmas [Sudan and Ott, 1971; Nunn, 1974; Vomvoridis et al., 1982; Omura
et al., 2008]. Recent particle-in-cell simulations even directly observed the resulting phase-space structures
by these phase-trapped particles [Hikishima and Omura, 2012].

Studies about frequency chirping of Alfvén waves in tokamak fusion devices have lead to theories for two
different nonlinear wave-particle interaction regimes. Depending on particle phase-space trapping timescale
(𝜏tr) and the characteristic timescale of nonlinear evolution (𝜏NL), the nonlinear wave-particle interaction can
be categorized into the adiabatic regime and the nonadiabatic regime. In the adiabatic regime, 𝜏NL ≫ 𝜏tr,
leading to well-separated two timescales. An adiabatic invariant exists for the phase-space trapping motion.
This adiabatic invariant typically is the action (J) corresponding to the phase-space bounce motion of
trapped particles, i.e., J = ∮ pdq, where p and q are canonical momentum and coordinates, respectively.
A hole-clump model for frequency chirping has been proposed by Berk et al. [1997] for this regime, leading
to the “bump-on-tail” paradigm of energetic particle driven Alfvén waves in tokamak fusion devices. In this
regime, the system evolves slowly compared to the particle trapping timescale, and a perturbative analysis
is used to investigate the evolution of the hole-clump structures. It was found that phase-space holes and
clumps are formed simultaneously, and the frequency shifts so that the power taken from resonant particles
is balanced by the background dissipation. On the other hand, if 𝜏tr ∼ 𝜏NL, the interaction is nonadiabatic.
An example is the “fishbone” paradigm for energetic particle-driven Alfvén waves in tokamaks [Chen et al.,
1984]. In this regime, the contribution to the wave dispersion relation is dominated by energetic particles.
The wave-particle phase is locked, and the power transfer is maximized due to frequency chirping. A general
theoretical framework for describing energetic particle distribution evolution in fusion plasmas has been
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proposed by Zonca et al. [2015] and Chen and Zonca [2016]. To further understand the frequency chirping
mechanism of chorus, it is important to identify the nonlinear wave-particle interaction regime, which is the
main motivation of this study.

One key question in determining the nonlinear interaction regime is how to correctly estimate the
phase-space trapping timescale. The nonrelativistic electromagnetic phase-space trapping frequency is
𝜔t =

√
kv⟂q𝛿B∕mc, where k is wave number, 𝛿B is the transverse wave magnetic field, q is the charge, m is the

mass, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Here the velocity perpendicular to the ambient background mag-
netic field, v⟂, cannot be determined from cyclotron resonance condition alone. Some of previous studies
used average perpendicular velocity of resonant particles in calculation of𝜔t [Ossakow et al., 1972; Omura et al.,
2008]. This way of calculating 𝜔t does not differentiate between contributions to the power transfer between
particles with different v⟂. In this work, we propose that the trapping frequency important to wave excitation
can be determined by calculating the time-averaged power transfer from particles to the wave. As the lowest
order approximation, the trapping timescale should be determined using the perpendicular velocity of par-
ticles maximizing power exchange with the wave. Note that when relativistic effects become important,
the trapping frequency is 𝜔tr = 𝜔t𝛿𝛾

−1∕2, according to Omura et al. [2008] and Tao and Bortnik [2010]. Here
𝛾=(1−v2∕c2)−1∕2 is the relativistic factor, and 𝛿2 =1−𝜔2∕c2k2, with 𝜔 the wave frequency. For our simulation
below and typical conditions in the inner magnetosphere, 𝛿∼1; therefore, we use 𝜔tr ≈𝜔t𝛾

−1∕2 in this study.

As will be shown later in this work, a question closely related to the determination of the trapping timescale is
the physical mechanism of the formation of chorus subpackets. The waveform of a chorus element typically
shows quasi-periodic amplitude modulation, forming the so-called subpackets [Santolík et al., 2003]. Santolík
et al. [2003] suggested that the subpacket could be formed due to wave beating or it might be part of the
inherent generation process. Shoji and Omura [2013] proposed that the subpacket is formed due to a sequen-
tial triggering process, where the nonlinear growth takes place over a limited time called nonlinear growth
time. This process is repeated due to the generation of a new triggering wave by phase-organized particles.
Omura and Nunn [2011] numerically determined that the this nonlinear growth time is on the same order as
the particle phase-space trapping period. In this work, we suggest that the formation of chorus subpacket
is directly due to phase-space bounce motion of electrons in the resonant island via a process described by
O’Neil [1965], as will be discussed in detail in the text. This mechanism can naturally explain why the subpacket
period is roughly the phase-space trapping period of particles, which will also be supported by our numerical
simulations.

2. Numerical Simulation

In this work, we use the 1-D particle-in-cell simulation code, DAWN [Tao, 2014], to study chorus excitation.
The DAWN code treats cold electrons as fluid and hot electrons using particle-in-cell technique, following the
Electron Hybrid Model of Katoh and Omura [2007]. The background magnetic field is parabolic, B=B0(1+𝜉z2),
approximating the field near minimum B along a field line, which is believed to be the source region of cho-
rus. Here z can be regarded as the distance along the field line from the equator, and B0 is the field strength
at equator. The inhomogeneity parameter 𝜉 = 4.5∕(LRp)2 for a dipole field, where L is the L shell and Rp is the
planet radius. The distribution of hot electrons is bi-Maxwellian with perpendicular temperature larger than
parallel temperature to drive whistler-mode waves. Note that only parallel propagating whistler waves are
allowed in the DAWN code. Other details of the DAWN code can be found in Tao [2014]. For the simulation in
this work, we choose 𝜉=8.62×10−5c−2Ω2

e0 and 𝜔pe∕|Ωe0|=5. Here 𝜔pe is the cold electron plasma frequency,
and Ωe0 is the signed electron cyclotron frequency at equator. For hot electrons, we choose parallel and per-
pendicular thermal velocities to be 0.2c and 0.53c, respectively, and the density is 6% of cold electrons. Other
technical simulation parameters are the same as those used by Tao et al. [2014].

Figure 1 presents the frequency-time spectrogram of simulated chorus element calculated using wave
magnetic field normalized by B0. Figure 1 (top) shows that the element starts from about 0.27|Ωe0| at
t ∼ 1133|Ωe0|−1 and ends near 0.67|Ωe0| at t ∼ 1886|Ωe0|−1. The average frequency sweep rate is 𝜕𝜔∕𝜕t ∼
5.3 × 10−4|Ωe0|2. Figure 1 (bottom) demonstrates the waveform of the element from t = 1050|Ωe0|−1 to
t=1700|Ωe0|−1, which clearly shows the quasi-periodic modulation of the wave amplitude and the resulting
subpackets [Santolík et al., 2003]. Black vertical dashed line denotes t|Ωe0|=1265, 1357, 1489, 1594, marking
four identified subpackets. Period of these subpackets varies from roughly 92|Ωe0|−1 to 130|Ω−1

e0 . We will
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Figure 1. (top) Frequency-time spectrogram showing chorus element
from the DAWN code simulation. Color coded is the normalized wave
intensity. The two vertical dashed lines represent the time range during
which the waveform of the element is plotted in Figure 1 (bottom).
(bottom) Waveform plot from t|Ωe0| = 1050 to 1700. The boundaries of
the selected subpackets are marked by four vertical dashed lines at
t|Ωe0| = 1265, 1357, 1489, and 1594.

approximately use Tsp ≈ 110|Ωe0|−1,
because we will only be interested in
comparing the ordering of timescales.

3. Identification of the
Nonlinear Wave-Particle
Interaction Regime

To identify the nonlinear wave-particle
interaction regime, we save 10 particle
distributions from t = 1000|Ωe0|−1 to
t=2500|Ωe0|−1. Two of these distribu-
tions at t=1333|Ωe0|−1 and 1500|Ωe0|−1

are studied in detail in this work
because they show the most identifi-
able nonlinear phase-space structures.
Figure 2 demonstrates two kinds of
histograms of particle distributions at
two different times. Figure 2 (top row)
shows the number of particles, or par-
ticle counts, per each v⟂ − v‖ bin. Note
that the number of particles per v⟂−v‖
bin is proportional to fv⟂, where f is the
phase-space density; therefore, if we
divide this histogram by v⟂, the result-
ing function will be proportional to f .
Each count histogram shows a stripe

of reduced particle counts along a curve, corresponding to the resonant curve of the generated wave fre-
quency at these two different times. These histograms have been presented and discussed in previous studies
[e.g., Hikishima and Omura, 2012]. However, it is hard to determine which group of particles can be used to
calculate the trapping frequency 𝜔t =

√
kv⟂q𝛿B∕mc or the relativistic version 𝜔tr from this kind of histogram,

since v⟂ cannot be determined from the cyclotron resonant condition alone.

Figure 2. Two-dimensional histogram of (top row) count and (bottom row) time-averaged power transfer in v⟂ − v‖
space at (left column) t = 1333|Ωe0|−1 and (right column) 1500|Ωe0|−1.
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Figure 3. Histogram of count in v‖ − 𝜁 phase space for a v⟂=0.65c at equator at (left) t=1333|Ωe0|−1 and (right)
1500|Ωe0|−1. The two green arrows point to the center of the two phase-space holes.

To determine the appropriate v⟂ used in the calculation of 𝜔tr, we make the time-averaged power transfer
plot, shown in Figure 2 (bottom row). The time-averaged power transfer for the ith simulation particle is

Pi = − 1
T
⟨qEi ⋅ vi⟩ , (1)

where ⟨· · ·⟩=∫ t+T
t dt denotes time average, E is the electric field felt by the particle, and v is the velocity. The

minus sign here is used so that if Pi is positive, the particle transfers energy to the wave, and vice versa. We use
Pi as weight when calculating the power transfer histogram shown in Figure 2 (bottom row). The length of
the average time window is 50|Ωe0|−1, which approximately equals half of the phase-space trapping period
as will be discussed in detail below.

The power histogram plots in Figure 2 clearly demonstrate that resonant particles with v⟂ ≈ 0.65c transfer
most energy to the wave; the corresponding pitch angle is about 80∘. Figure 3 presents the count histograms
in v‖ − 𝜁 space for v⟂ = 0.65c using particles around the equator, where 𝜁 is the phase angle between v⟂ and
wave magnetic field. Two phase-space holes can be clearly seen; these phase-space holes represent resonant
islands [Lichtenberg and Lieberman, 1983] and are due to that the density of phase-trapped particles is lower
than the surrounding untrapped particles [Vomvoridis et al., 1982; Omura et al., 2008; Hikishima and Omura,
2012]. Besides phase-trapped electrons, resonant but untrapped particles passing around the island shown
in Figure 3 are phase-bunched particles. Phases of phase-bunched particles are confined to a narrow range
when interacting with the wave, leading to a change in energy or pitch angle with roughly the same sign
[Albert, 2000; Bortnik et al., 2008; Tao et al., 2012, 2013].

To calculate the trapping frequency, note that the v‖ coordinate of the center of these phase-space holes
denotes the resonant velocity vR at the time corresponding to v⟂=0.65c. For v⟂=0.65c, vR ≈0.11c at t= t0 ≡
1333|Ωe0|−1 and vR ≈0.06c at t= t1 ≡1500|Ωe0|−1. From the cyclotron resonance condition 𝜔 − kvR = |Ωe0|∕𝛾 ,
we determine that 𝜔∕|Ωe0|=0.35, ck∕|Ωe0|=−3.7 for t= t0 and 𝜔∕|Ωe0|=0.47, ck∕|Ωe0|=−4.8 for t= t1. The
resonant frequencies are consistent with frequencies of the generated chorus element at these two times.
The wave amplitude (𝛿B∕B0) felt by particles is 1.6× 10−3 for t= t0 and 1.9× 10−3 for t= t1. The ordering of the
amplitude is consistent with observations. The corresponding relativistic trapping frequency𝜔tr ≈ 0.059|Ωe0|
and 0.062|Ωe0|at t= t0 and t1, respectively. The trapping period Ttr ≡2𝜋∕𝜔tr ≈106|Ωe0|−1 and 101|Ωe0|−1. Note
that the average trapping period is about the same as the average subpacket period, 110|Ωe|−1, obtained in
the previous section.

Now, it is crucial to compare the nonlinear evolution timescale and the trapping timescale. One way of com-
paring the two timescales is to compare the change of wave frequency within one trapping period with
the trapping frequency itself. Using 𝜕𝜔∕𝜕t ≈ 5.3 × 10−4|Ωe0|2 and 𝜔tr ≈ 0.060|Ωe0|, it is straightforward to
show that

Ttr
𝜕𝜔

𝜕t
≈ 𝜔tr, or

𝜕𝜔

𝜕t
∼

𝜔2
tr

2𝜋
. (2)

An equivalent way is to calculate the change of resonant velocity within one trapping period and compare
this with the resonant island half width. The variation of resonant velocity can be obtained by comparing the
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Figure 4. Histogram of time-averaged power transfer in v‖ − 𝜁

phase space for v⟂=0.65c at equator at t=1333|Ωe0|. Color coded
is the time-averaged power transfer multiplied by 1010.

variation of resonant velocity vR between t0

and t1 and using interpolation to obtain the
variation of vR during one trapping period as

ΔvR ≡ vR(t0 + Ttr) − vR(t0)

≈
Ttr

t1 − t0

||vR(t1) − vR(t0)|| .
(3)

If we directly use the two vR’s with v⟂=0.65c
obtained from Figure 3, then ΔvR ≈ 0.032c.
On the other hand, the resonant island half
width can be estimated as

Δv‖ ≈ 2𝜔tr∕|k|. (4)

Using values of 𝜔tr and k at these two times,
Δv‖ ≈ 0.032c at t = t0 and 0.026 at t = t1.
Therefore, we conclude that the variation
of vR is on the same order as the resonant

island half width. These calculations suggest that the nonlinear wave-particle interaction in chorus genera-
tion is nonadiabatic. The nonadiabatic nature of interaction indicates that resonant wave-particle interactions
modify whistler waves nonperturbatively [Chen and Zonca, 2016], leading to the frequency chirping. However,
further research is needed to prove more directly the nonperturbative nature of the interaction and is out of
scope of the present study.

4. Physical Mechanism of Subpacket Formation

As we have pointed out in previous sections, the subpacket period is about the same as the phase-space
trapping period. This can be understood using Figure 4, showing the time-averaged power transfer plot in
v‖ − 𝜁 space for v⟂=0.65c at t|Ωe0|=1333. Compared with Figure 3 (left), particles in the bottom part of the
resonant island lose energy to the wave, while those in the top part gain energy. This is because v‖ and energy
of phase-trapped particles show quasi-periodic oscillations with a period of the trapping frequency [see, e.g.,
Vomvoridis et al., 1982; Omura et al., 2008; Albert et al., 2012; Tao et al., 2013]. Roughly speaking, because the
length of the time average window is about Ttr∕2, particles in the top part of the trapping island experienced
an increase in v‖, and therefore a decrease in energy, and vice versa. If the total energy lost is not the same as
the total energy gained by the particles, there will be a net oscillation in the total energy of all trapped particles
at the trapping frequency. Because of energy conservation, there will be an oscillation in wave energy or wave
amplitude at roughly the trapping period. This process naturally explains the formation of chorus subpacket
and that Ttr ∼Tsp, where Tsp is the subpacket period. Note that the physical process described here is essentially
the same as the process causing amplitude modulation in the nonlinear stage of Landau damping before
phase mixing flattens the distribution within the trapping region. The detailed theory for that process can be
found in O’Neil [1965].

5. Summary

In this work, we used time-averaged power transfer calculation to determine that particles with pitch angle
near 80∘ contribute most to chorus wave growth in the simulation. The correspondingly determined particle
trapping period is demonstrated to be comparable to the subpacket period. We propose that the subpacket
is formed directly due to the phase-space bounce motion of particles via the same process for the ampli-
tude modulation in the nonlinear stage of Landau damping originally studied by O’Neil [1965]. We also
demonstrated that the nonlinear evolution timescale is comparable to the trapping timescale, therefore, the
nonlinear wave-particle interaction is nonadiabatic. Our studies suggest that further development of chorus
excitation theory should carefully taken into consideration both the motion of phase-trapped particles and
that the interaction is nonadiabatic.
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